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Sylvanite (AuAgTe4) occurs under two forms at room temperature. Ideal sylvanite has a commensu- 
rate modulated superstructure of calaverite. The second form is an incommensurate modulated struc- 
ture. The modulation is due to periodic displacements from the ideal atom positions, occupied in the 
commensurate form, and to the presence of periodic antiphase boundaries. The two structural modula- 
tions are closely coupled however and occur along almost parallel sets of planes. It is believed that the 
incommensurability is related to deviations from the ideal gold-silver ratio. The antiphase boundaries 
provide a means to incorporate deviations from the ideal Au-Ag ratio without changing the deforma- 
tion modulation period. These conclusions were reached on the basis of the combined use of electron 
diffraction, electron microscopy, and computer simulation of the high resolution images. 

1. Introduction 

In Part I of this work (I) we discussed the 
structural features of calaverite and we 
demonstrated that in a wide temperature 
range calaverite has an incommensurate 
modulated structure. In the present paper 
we report on a similar study in sylvanite, 
which has the ideal composition (Ag 
Au)Te.+. Use is made of electron diffrac- 
tion, electron microscopy, and image simu- 
lation. We shall see that this material ex- 
hibits a remarkable coupling between 
deformation modulation and modulation by 
periodic antiphase boundaries, not previ- 
ously found in any material. 

gether the constituent elements, in the re- 
quired proportions like in the case of cala- 
verite. Also the specimen preparation was 
the same, i.e., small fragments were ob- 
tained by crushing. The material cleaves 
easily along the (010) plane and most speci- 
mens are therefore oriented with this plane 
parallel to the supporting film. Since the 
cleavage plane is not as pronounced as in 
other layer structures of the Cd12 type dif- 
ferent orientations occur frequently and al- 
low to image different sections at high reso- 
lution. 

3. The Crystal Structure 

2. Preparation of Material aud Specimens 
Sylvanite is to a first approximation a su- 

perstructure of calaverite resulting from the 
The material was prepared by melting to- _ _ ordering of gold and silver (2). Along the a 

* On leave from University of Thessaloniki, Greece. axis of calaverite, which is parallel to the c 

t Also at SCK-CEN, Boeretang, B-2400 Mol, Bel- axis of sylvanite, gold and silver atoms al- 
gium. temate in projection (Fig. 1). This means 
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FIG. 1. (a) Crystal structure of sylvanite projected on the (010) plane (after Tune11 and Pauling (1)). 
The conventional unit cell is shown in full line. The dotted line shows an alternative unit cell which 
consists of two juxtaposed calaverite unit cells. The small full dots represent the actuel Te position, as 
compared to the ideal ones, shown as open dots. The silver atoms along lines marked + are displaced 
upwards and those along lines marked - are displaced downwards. (b) Side view of the sylvanite 
structure along the d,rl, direction, which is also the [lOi),, direction. The displacements of the silver 
atoms are exaggerated. 

also that along the b direction gold and sil- 
ver containing layers alternate; this is rep- 
resented in the side view of Fig. 1. The unit 
cell can be chosen, either as represented by 
the full line in Fig. 1 (and also in Table I of 
Part I), or as shown by the dotted line. 
From the latter choice it becomes evident 
that the sylvanite unit celI approximately 
consists in projection of two juxtaposed 
unit cells of calaverite. The base vectors of 
the unit cell shown in fulI lines are related 
to those of calaverite by the relation 

The structure of sylvanite is in a sense a 

commensurate modulated structure since 
the levels of the silver atoms are not exactly 
0.5 b, but alternatively 0.433 b and 0.567 b 
along a row parallel with the cSYIV direction. 
The silver atoms are thus arranged accord- 
ing to a wave pattern with polarization vec- 
tor along the b direction and wavevector 
perpendicular to the (lOl),,i planes. In a 
given (lOl)& plane all silver atoms are at 
the same level. Also the tellurium atoms 
occupy positions which deviate somewhat 
from the ideal ones. The unit mesh in the b 
projection of the pattern of displacements 
of the silver atoms determines the unit cell. 
The unit mesh of the tellurium arrange- 
ment, sholvn in double lines, on the other 
hand, is only half of the size of the sylvanite 
unit cell. In Fig. 1 the small open circles 
represent the ideal tellurium positions and 
the small full circles the actual ones. Both 
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modulation patterns are coupled, of course. 
The tellurium atoms tend to have a coordi- 
nation around a silver atom which is some- 
what different from that around a gold atom 
(2). The planes of “equal phase” are the 
( 101),4 planes, which are approximately 
also the planes of equal phase in the modu- 
lated calaverite structure. As we shall see 
below closely related incommensurate dif- 
fraction patterns occur in nonstoichiome- 
tric sylvanite and in calaverite; this strongly 
suggests a relation between these two mod- 
ulated structures. 

4. Reciprocal Lattice and Diffraction 
Pattern 

4.1. Ideal Structure’ 

Four sections of reciprocal space are 
shown in Fig. 2. In Fig. 2a the [OlO],,t, zone 
corresponding with a [ 1 lo] direction of the 
primitive quasi-cubic lattice is shown; the 
mesh shape is very nearly rectangular but 
with only half the size of the rectangles in 
the corresponding pattern for calaverite 
(Part I). As compared to the latter pattern 
weak spots now appear in the centers of the 
longest edges of the rectangles of Fig. 2a: 
these are due to the ordering of gold and 
silver which leads in this projection to dou- 
bling of one of the edges of the projected 
unit cell, as discussed in Section 3. 

The [lOO:l zone parallel with the pseudo- 
cube direction (Fig. 2c) has the same 
pseudo-square aspect as in calaverite ex- 
cept for a row of three spots dividing the 
diagonal of the square in four parts leading 
to the cSylV axis represented in Fig. 1. 
Whereas the 001 and 003 spots are absent in 
the [OlO] zone they are present here as a 
result of double diffraction. The fourfold 
periodicity is a consequence of the fact that 
the silver atoms have suffered displace- 

I In this paragraph sylvanite indices are used. 

ments from the ideal positions along the 
[OlO] direction, doubling the period in the 
[OOl] direction, whereas the unit cell of the 
tellurium lattice has only half the size of 
that of the silver lattice. This is, of course, 
reflected in the systematic extinctions of 
the space group in the [OlO] zone; only re- 
flections h01 with 1 = even are present. 

Figure 2b represents the [131],,t, zone 
perpendicular to the pseudo-close packed 
planes. Again as in calaverite the pattern of 
basic spots deviates only slightly from a 
perfectly hexagonal one. The commensu- 
rate fourfold superperiod is quite apparent 
now. 

Finally Fig. 2d shows the [221],,,, zone; 
along the densest rows of spots again weak 
and intense spots alternate. In adjacent 
rows the alternations of weak and intense 
spots are in antiphase. The weaker spots 
are again due to ordering of silver and gold. 
We studied several other sections of recip- 
rocal space and found no disagreement with 
the results of Tune11 and Pauling (I). There 
is therefore no reason to question the struc- 
ture of ideal sylvanite AuAgTe, as pro- 
posed by these authors. 

4.2. Reciprocal Lattice of Deformation 
Modulated Structures 

In Ref. (3) it was shown that in deforma- 
tion modulated structures the intensity of 
satellite spots is proportional to the inten- 
sity of the basic spots, with diffraction vec- 
tor 8, from which they are derived, and 
furthermore proportional to [(fi + Q) . RI2 
where R is the polarization vector of the 
deformation wave and 4 the wavevector of 
the considered harmonic. This means that 
satellite spots derived from high order basic 
spots, i.e., with a large H vector, will have 
intensities which, relative to those of the 
basic spots, are much larger. This trend is 
clearly visible in all the diffraction patterns 
which will be discussed below; proving that 
the satellites have to be attributed primarily 
to a deformation modulated structure. 
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FIG. 2. Four sections of reciprocal space of commensurate sylvanite indexed with respect to the 
sylvanite lattice. (a) [OlO] zone pattern: note the alternation of weak and strong spots along the [lOi] 
direction; the weak spots are due to ordering. Note also the absence of 001 and 003 which is related to 
the Ag displacements parallel with [OlO]. (b) [131] zone pattern; pseudo-hexagonal section of the quasi- 
cubic lattice. Note the fourfold periodicity. (c) [lOO] zone. Note the presence of 001 and 003 in this 
zone due to double diffraction. (d) [221] zone. Note the alternation of weak and strong reflections in the 
diffraction [ 1021 direction. 

Since several satellites are present the de- 
formation wave contains several harmon- 
ics. 

Satellites of a given order, i.e., a given 4 
vector, will be absent in a given zone if the 
polarization vector of the corresponding 
harmonic is perpendicular to all diffraction 
vectors in that zone, i.e., if the polarization 
vector is parallel with the zone axis. This 

follows directly from the fact that the inten- 
sity is porportional to I(H + q) - R12, i.e., to 
the square of the projection of Z? on A + 4. 

4.3. Deviations from the Simple Pattern 

In this paragraph we refer to material 
with an average composition AuAgTe4; it is 
probable that locally the composition is 
somewhat different. To facilitate compari- 
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FIG. 3. Schematic representation of the [OlO] section of the reciprocal lattice of the incommensurate 
sylvanite structure. Large full circles represent “basic” reflections due to the primitive pseudo-cubic 
lattice. Small triangles refer to the commensurate sylvanite reflections, which are replaced by the pairs 
of medium size circles. Open circles of decreasing size represent first and third order satellites absent 
in this section. The indices refer to the calaverite lattice. The small full dots may be produced by 
double diffraction in certain sections. The order of the satellites is indicated 1, 2, 3, and 4; the spots 
may also be produced by double diffraction. Four different sections normal to the plane shown are 
indicated as a, b, and c; they correspond to Fig. 7, and to Figs. 4f, e, and c, respectively. 

son with the calaverite structure, we refer 
the indices to the calaverite unit cell unless 
otherwise stated. 

In most sylvanite crystals similar satellite 
sequences occur as in calaverite. Along the 
[OlO],,, zone the spots h01 with h = odd, 
and which are associated with the ordering 
of gold and silver are in many crystals re- 
placed by the satellite pairs already de- 
scribed for calaverite. The basic spots also 
exhibit satellites; these may either be due to 
double diffraction or to the fourth order sat- 
ellites (Fig. 3). The measurements do not 
allow to distinguish between these two pos- 
sibilities. The second order satellites are 
represented by medium size open circles in 
Fig. 3. In sylvanite these spots have a inten- 
sity larger than the corresponding spots in 
calaverite, as compared to the intensity of 
the basic spots. When tilting away from the 
[OlO] zone other satellite sequences make 
their appearance. 

Figure 4 reproduces six sections of recip- 
rocal space. In all of them satellite spots 
can be recognized next to the basic spots, 

due to the pseudo-cubic basic lattice. The 
detailed interpretation of such patterns is 
not trivial. The most relevant section is the 
one shown in Fig. 4d, i.e., the [lO~],,r sec- 
tion. The distance from the origin to the 
(202),,, spot is divided in about 4.5 to 4.6 
equal parts; there is a small orientation but 
a large spacing anomaly suggesting a non- 
commensurate structure. This section is the 
incommensurate version of the [ lOO],,r, sec- 
tion of Fig. 2c where the distance between 
the [004],,r, spot and the origin is divided in 
exactly four equal parts. 

The [202] satellite sequences _are particu- 
larly well observable in the 111 section 
shown in Fig. 5. Up to eight satellite spots 
occur in one linear sequence. The relations 
with their basic spots are indicated explici- 
tely in the inset of Fig. 5. 

Returning to the 010 section (Fig. 4a) one 
notes that the 202 spot belongs to this sec- 
tion; so why are the 202 sequences of satel- 
lites not visible? The same reason as in the 
case of calaverite has to be invoked. The 
structure of commensurate sylvanite con- 



FIG. 4. Six sections of the reciprocal lattice of the incommensurate sylvanite structure (calaverite 
@ices). (a) [OlO] zone pattern. The pairs of weak spots are second order satellites. (see Fig. 3). (b) 
[132] zone pattern. (c) [OOl] zone pattern perpendicular to the close packed planes. Note that the 
satellites are relatively more intense at high order basic reflections. (d) [loll zone pattern. The basic 
spots form a pseudo square arrangement. One diagonal of the squares is divided into -4.5 equal parts. 
The orientation anomaly is small in this section. (e) [log] zone pattern. Note the pairs of spots in the 
[201] direction: see line c in Fig. 3. (f) [103] zone pattern. An analysis of the row of spots between the 
origin and the 002 spot is illustrated schematically in Fig. 6. The spot pairs are produced by basic spots 
and by satellites of different order originating from different basic reflections. See also line b in Fig. 3. 
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belonging to the same linear sequence are visible 

firms in a sense the suggestion made in Part 
I, i.e., that the presence of the even order 
satellites is due to the particular displace- 
ment pattern. The satellites due to the mod- 
ulation of the heavy metal positions should 
all be absent in the [OIO] zone if, as in com- 
mensurate sylvanite, all displacements are 
parallel with the [OlO] direction. On the 
other hand, the displacements of the Te at- 
oms from their ideal lattice positions have a 
component parallel with the (010) plane and 
have only half the period of the heavy metal 
displacements. As a result only the even 
order satellites appear in the 10101 section; 
in alI other sections the different orders ap- 
pear. The [OlO] section is represented sche- 
matically in Fig. 3, only the even order sat- 

ellites are actually present in this section; 
the different open circles of decreasing size 
represent satellites of increasing order of 
which the odd orders are absent in the [OlO] 
section but appear in other sections. 

In the [OOl] zone the linear sequences of 
satellites intersect the reciprocal lattice 
plane; this is obvious from Fig. 4c leading 
to a single satellite spot, or to weak spot 
pairs. The doublet of satellites which is 
prominently visible in the [OlO] section is 
also weakly visible here around the origin, 
one satellite being in fact situated above 
and the other one below the excited recip- 
rocal lattice plane line d in Fig. 3. Further 
away from the origin, because of the curva- 
ture of Ewald’s sphere, only one of these 
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FIG. 6. Section through the reciprocal lattice of the incommensurate structure along a plane normal 
to the (010) plane and along the solid line produces the diffraction pattern of Fig. 4f. One line of spots is 
shown in the lower part of the drawing. 

two satellites is strongly excited. This sec- 
tion reveals in a particularly striking man- 
ner the fact that the satellites associated 
with high order basic spots are relatively 
much more intense, which is a typical fea- 
ture for deformation modulated structures. 
In this particular case it is also a conse- 
quence of the curvature of Ewald’s sphere. 

In the other sections, such as [IO21 (Fig. 
4e) and [103] (Fig. 4f), only close pairs of 
satellite spots are visible. It is not obvious 
whether a spot is due to the basic structure 
or has to be considered as a satellite spot. 
The analysis of these patterns is far from 
trivial and cannot be done without perform- 
ing tilting experiments over well-defined 
angles. One spot sequence in a section of 
the reciprocal lattice by a plane normal to 
the (010) plane and along line b in Fig. 3 or 
the heavy line indicated in Fig. 6, is repro- 

duced at higher magnification in the lower 
part of Fig. 6. The sequence of spots as 
observed in Fig. 4f is clearly well repro- 
duced. Also the relative intensities are well 
obeyed. It turns out that first, second, and 
third order satellites belonging to different 
sequences contribute to this pattern. The 
pattern of Fig. 4e results if the trace of 
Ewald’s sphere coincides with line c (Fig. 
3) and is perpendicular to the (010) plane. 

The four diffraction patterns of Fig. 7 ex- 
hibit apparently a quite different sequence 
of satellites aligned along the [201] direc- 
tion. On tilting it turns out that other sec- 
tions of the same specimen exhibit the [202] 
rows of satellites also found in calaverite 
and in Fig. 4d. This means that these dif- 
fraction patterns are associated with the 
same modulated structure. With reference 
to line a in Fig. 3 it turns out that such spot 
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FIG. 7. Four ditYerent sections of reciprocal space containing the [2Oi] sequence of satellites. For the -- 
origin of this s_equence see line a in Fig. 3. (a) [132] zone pattern, (b) [102] zone pattern, (c) [316] zone 
pattern, (d) [112] zone pattern. 

sequences can be interpreted in terms of 
satellites of different order, up to the third 
of the [202] sequences considered above. 

5. High Resolution Iinages 

5.1. Ideal Structure 

Structure images along the [OlO] zone are 
shown in Fig. 8. They refer to regions of 
different thickness; the image is not essen- 
tially different from that of calaverite but 
the period in the c direction is twice that 

along the a direction in calaverite. The 
bright dots in Fig. 8b produce a pattern 
which has the right scale and configuration 
to represent all atom columns-gold and 
silver as well as tellurium atoms. 

The image has the same period as the 
projected structure, although the difference 
between the dots representing gold and sil- 
ver columns is very small; the true period is 
marked by a difference in spacing of the 
dots rather than by a difference in their in- 
tensity. In different parts of the specimen 
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the image simplifies somewhat and the con- rium columns are practically invisible (F ‘ig. 
m uxtion of dots has now the configuration 8d). The difference between gold and sib rer 
of1 :he columns of gold and silver; the tellu- columns may become more pronounc :ed 

FIG. 8. High resolution images along the [OlO] zone of sylvanite. (a) Thick part: only the unit cell is 
outlined; gold and silver columns are visible. (b) Thin part: subunit cell detail. Tellurium columns are 
also visible. (c) Intermediate thickness. Compare with Fig. 20. 
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FIG. 9. View of the sylvanite structure along the [lOi],, direction. (a) Commensurate structure (see 
diffraction pattern in Fig. 2~). The intensity modulation in the thick part reveals the true period. 
Separate AuTe2 and AgTel column can clearly be recognized following a pseudo-square pattern. A few 
unit cells are outlined. (b) Incommensurate phase (see diffraction pattern in Fig. 4d). The intensity 
modulation reveals again the true period, but also shows that antiphase boundaries occur. A few unit 
cells are outlined to illustrate the sideways shift. The orientation anomaly is also apparent when 
viewing the photograph along horizontal lines. 
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FIG. 10. Ideal sylvanite; view along the direction [OO1],d perpendicular to the close packed planes 
(see diffraction pattern of Fig. 4~). The bright dots represent heavy metal columns and the weaker dots 
tellurium columns. Compare with Fig. 22. 

and the doubling of the projected period 
can then be recognized more easily (Fig. 
8~). The view along the [lOO],,t, direction 
(Fig. 9) is of particular interest. Along this 
direction the atoms occur in separate 
columns of AuTea and AgTez forming a 
centered pseudo-square arrangement, the 
corners of the squares formed for instance 
by gold-tellurium columns and the center 
by silver-tellurium columns (Fig. 9a). The 
image along this direction does in fact ex- 
hibit such a centered square pattern formed 
by dots of two different brightnesses. The 
true period in commensurate sylvanite, 
along the a& direction, contains two such 
centered squares; in the thicker parts of the 
crystal this true period is revealed by dots 

of somewhat larger brightness. The pro- 
jected unit cells are indicated in Fig. 9a. 

Figure 10 exhibits the image observed 
along the pseudo-hexagonal [OOl]& zone. 
The hexagonal arrangement contains dots 
of two different intensities. Along this zone 
the structure is a true column structure, 
i.e., all atoms along a column are of the 
same chemical nature. Each gold column is 
surrounded by six tellurium columns in the 
first shell, and three gold columns and three 
silver columns in the second shell of neigh- 
boring columns. There are thus two tellu- 
rium columns for one heavy atom column. 
It is therefore reasonable to associate the 
brightest dots with heavy atom columns 
and the weaker bright dots with tellurium 
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columns. This will be confirmed by the cal- 
culated images. As can be judged from the 
diffraction pattern in the inset of Fig. 10 this 
image was obtained from a modulated crys- 
tal; however, similar images are obtained 
from ideal sylvanite. This image does not 
exhibit any visible effect of the modulation. 
Also a difference between gold and silver 
containing columns is not apparent; this 
might be related to the fact that antiphase 
boundaries present along (OOl),,,, planes 
perturb the chemical composition of the 
columns; we shall see this further in detail. 

Figure 11 represents a different pseudo- 
hexagonal projection, i.e., the [131],*,, 
zone. The configuration of bright dots is 
very nearly hexagonal. In the thin part of 
the specimen all dots have equal bright- 
ness; in the thicker part the spot brightness 

is modulated in accordance with the period 
deduced from the diffraction pattern of Fig. 
2b. This image clearly suggests that com- 
mensurate sylvanite can also be considered 
as a modulated structure. 

The diffraction pattern along the [221],,, 
zone was reproduced in Fig. 2d. The corre- 
sponding image of Fig. 12 is of interest; it 
exhibits a centered elongated rectangular 
pattern of dots of two different intensities, 
which can be associated with the configura- 
tion of silver and gold containing columns. 
Tellurium atom columns are apparently not 
revealed as resolved dots under the condi- 
tions used in this image. The long period is 
0.73 nm whereas the distance between 
spots along the dense rows is 0.3 nm. This 
image can be compared with the simulated 
structure images (inset, Fig. 12) at two dif- 

FIG. 11.. Ideal sylvanite: view along the [131],,1, zone of the pseudo-close packed planes (see also 
diffraction pattern of Fig. 2b). Note the intensity modulation of the rows of bright dots; one period 
contains four rows of dots. 
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FIG. 12. View along the [Olil, = [2211,,1, zone. See also diffraction pattern of Fig. 2d and the 
diffraction pattern in the inset. The small insets are two simulated images along the same zone, at 
different thicknesses, at the same scale as the photograph. 

ferent thicknesses. The diffraction patterns 
as well as the high resolution images are all 
consistent with the assumption that gold 
and silver order in the manner proposed by 
Tune11 and Pauling (I). It is not clear 
whether or not this occurs in all specimens. 

5.2. Zncommensurate Structures 

The image along the [OIO] zone is not es- 
sentially different from that of calaverite 
made along the same zone. The best visible 
modulation is again that due to the shortest 
q vector, connecting the two satellite spots. 

From the fact that only the weak second 
order satellites are present in this zone we 
expect that not much information on the 
nature of the modulated structure is to be 
obtained from images made along this zone. 

Occasionally we found crystal fragments 
producing diffraction patterns in which the 
satellite pairs were exceptionally intense 
and where up to four equidistant satellites 
were present in the sequence, i.e., the small 
black dots of Fig. 3 were actually present. 
The images of such crystals exhibited rec- 
tangular arrangements of bright dots with 
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FIG. 13. High resolution image along the [OlO] zone of incommensurate sylvanite. The modulations 
are due to the presence of antiphase boundaries along [lO1],d planes. Along such planes rows of silver 
columns interchange with gold columns (compare with Fig. 23). 

the size and orientation of the heavy metal 
coIumns and which were rather strongly 
modulated in brightness (Fig. 13). 

Along the [OlO] zone the crystal has a 
true column structure, i.e., gold and silver 
occur in separate columns. One therefore 
expects to see a difference between the two 
kinds of columns. This is actually the case; 

it is quite clearly visible that the intensity 
along the horizontal rows of dots varies pe- 
riodically. The geometrical loci of the 
points of equal brightness are parallel equi- 
distant straight lines which are roughly 
along the traces of (202),d planes and which 
have a spacing of about 1.5 nm. Along these 
lines the brightness of the horizontal rows 
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FIG. 14. View along the [102]& zone. Note the presence of periodic antiphase boundaries roughly 
parallel with the b direction. The boundaries are not seen edge-on and have an apparent width. 

of dots which are parallel with the [lOO] di- ate, e.g., the brightest dots with silver 
rection interchanges periodically. A seg- columns and the less bright dots with gold 
ment of four or five bright dots becomes a columns. The (lO1),d traces would then be 
segment of four or five less bright dots and the traces of antiphase boundaries along 
vice versa. It is very suggestive to associ- which gold and silver columns are inter- 
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FIG. 15.. View along the [10&i zone. Note the presence of periodic antiphase boundaries roughly 
parallel with the b direction. The boundaries have a certain width either as a result of interleaving, or 
because they are not seen edge-on. The antiphase boundaries can best be observed by looking at the 
photograph under a glancing angle along horizontal lines. 

changed. We shall see that also the other 
images confirm this interpretation. 

High-resolution images along the [ 1021 
and [103] zones reproduced in Figs. 14 and 
15 also reveal an antiphase boundarylike 
structure. The images of Fig.. 14 can be 
compared with the model of Fig. 16a. The 
brightest dots in Fig. 14 form a rectangular 
pattern. In the thinnest part the brightness 
of all dots is the same but in the thicker 
parts their intensity is modulated. Along 
horizontal lines, which are the traces of 
(010) planes, the brightness of the dots var- 
ies periodically. The changes in brightness 
occur along somewhat diffuse vertical 

lines, which are the traces of the antiphase 
boundaries. The spacing between the 
APB’s as seen in this zone is of the order of 
1.5 nm. The mesh size and shape of the 
pattern formed by the bright dots in the thin 
part is compatible with that of the pattern 
formed by the columns containing heavy 
metal atoms. It is therefore reasonable to 
consider the bright dots as representing 
gold and silver containing columns. 

The image in the thicker parts then sug- 
gests that silver and gold containing layers 
alternate along the [OlO] direction and that a 
gold containing layer changes into a silver 
containing layer along the interfaces. This 
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FIG. 16. (a) Model for the periodic antiphase bound- 
q-structure revealed in Fig. 13 as viewed along the 
[1021cal zone. The cross hatched columns may contain 
either silver or gold. (b) View along the [lOi],, zone. 
Along the antiphase boundaries “interleaving” may 
occur in order to incorporate an excess of gold without 
changing the period. 

is represented schematically in Fig. 16. 
Such interfaces have the character of anti- 
phase boundaries. The period is consistent 
with that deduced from the diffraction pat- 
tern of Fig. 14. The antiphase boundaries 
are apparently not seen edge-on in this im- 
age; presumably they are inclined and 
therefore acquire a certain width in projec- 
tion. It is also possible that some “inter- 
leaving” occurs, i.e., that along the inter- 
faces the changeover from gold to silver 
does not occur strictly in a plane but more 
likely as represented in Fig. 16b. In this 
way appreciable deviations from the ideal 
gold-silver ratio can be incorporated in the 
crystal without changing the modulation 
period. An excess of gold could for instance 
give rise to a thin layer of calaverite along 
the interface (Fig. 16b). 

The image along the [lo31 (Fig. 15) zone 
reveals a somewhat similar aspect; the pat- 
tern now consists of bright dots forming 
centered squares with their edges parallel 
with the edges of the photograph. Along a 
horizontal row of dots, parallel with the b 
(010) planes, the brightness again varies pe- 
riodically, the changes taking place along 
vertical lines indicated by arrows in Fig. 15. 
The same phenomenon of interleaving 
takes place. Both these images are consis- 
tent with the model for the antiphase 
boundary, represented in Figs. 16a and b. 

Viewed along the [101],,1 zone (Fig. 9b) 
the structure consists of AuTe2 and AgTez 
columns forming again a square grid. The 
image consists of bright dots the configura- 
tion of which, in size as well as in orienta- 
tion, corresponds with that of the columns 
in the model (Fig. 17b). It is quite clear that 
the brightness of the rows of dots is modu- 
lated with a period which in the commensu- 
rate structure (see Fig. 1) is equal to four 
times the distance between horizontal 
rows, i.e., 4dzo2, whereas in the incommen- 
surate one it is more like four and a half 
times the same distance. Also in the incom- 
mensurate phase the lines of bright dots are 
not exactly parallel with the [OlO] direction 
which is consistent with the orientation 
anomaly in the diffraction pattern (Fig. 4d). 
The antiphase boundaries are not clearly 
revealed in this section presumably because 
there is no visible displacement of dot rows 
on either side of the interface. However, on 
close examination of the dot intensities it 
turns out that the brightest dots provide di- 
rect evidence for a displacement vector of 
the type l/4 [021],,i, = l/2 [ 1 10ICd. A model 
for the antiphase boundary, as viewed 
along this direction, is shown in Fig. 17; it 
can be compared with the pattern of unit 
cells marked on the photograph of Fig. 9b. 
Regular ledging of the APB’s may cause an 
orientation anomaly which is coupled to the 
orientation anomaly in the [202] sequences 
of satellites. Also the distance between 
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4.5 dm 

FIG. 17. (a) The coupling between a displacement 
wave with period 4.5 dzo2 in the superstructure and the 
periodic antiphase boundary arrangement. The dis- 
placements of the silver containing columns (open cir- 
cles) are exaggerated. The average period of the defor- 
mation wave is 4.5 whereas the distance between 
APB’s is twice as large in this case. (b) View of the 
periodic antiphase boundary structure as viewed along 
the [lO~Jcal direction. The full dots represent AuTe2 
columns, whereas the open circles represent AgTel 
columns. The ‘vector is 1/2[1 lo],,,. Systematic ledging 
of the antiphase boundaries causes an orientation 
anomaly. 

APB’s is somewhat variable: it is either 
eight or nine dZo2 layers (Figs. 16a, 17a). 
The incommensurability of the deformation 
modulation is due to a mixture of spacings 5 
and 4 (Fig. 17a); note that the average pe- 
riod (-4.5) is related to that of the deforma- 
tion modulation in calaverite. -- 

The diffraction pattern along the 11321 
zone (Fig. 7a) presents satellites alone the 
[2Oi] direction. This sequence of satellites 
is consistent with the (010) reciprocal lat- 
tice plane represented in Fig. 3 (line a). The 

sequence along [ZOi] is formed by two third 
order satellites and their second order satel- 
lites possibly produced by double diffrac- 
tion. The corresponding image (Fig. 18) re- 
veals a square array of bright dots. 
Somewhat brighter lines give the image a 
modulated aspect; their period is a mixture 
of two and three times the spacing between 
rows of dots. The largest part of the se- 
quence can be represented by the succes- 
sion of number 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 2 . . . regularly 
intermixed with 3 3 2. The same type of se- 
quence-is found in other sections containing 
the [201] sequences of satellites. This corre- 
sponds with the fact that the distance from 
the [2Oi] spot to the origin is divided in 2.75 
parts by the satellites; 2.75 is clearly the 
average of 3, 3, 3, and 2. 

The structural significance of this modu- 
lation is not immediately obvious. It should 
be noted that this modulation is not ob- 
served in the [OlO] section; there is evi- 
dence neither in the image nor in the dif- 
fraction pattern along this zone. This is due 
to the fact that the modulation is produced 
by third order satellites which are absent in 
the [OlO] zone. 

Third order satellites of the [202] se- 
quences are moreover weak in other sec- 
tions. A v_ery well-defined modulation due 
to the [201] sequence of satellites is repre- 
sented in Fig. 19, the 3 3 3 2 sequence of 
atom layers is clearly visible. 

In the [102] zone image the structure is 
viewed along a direction which is almost 
exactly perpendicular to the planes of equal 
phase of the [202] modulation. The pattern 
consists of a square array of dots. Rather 
ill-defined bright lines cause a grouping of 
the rows of dots in sets of three or two. The 
observed subperiod in Fig. 18 corresponds 
with the succession of (102) atom planes 
each containing the three types of atoms 
(Fig. 1). These planes are indicated sche- 
matically in Fig. 23 by short segments. 
From the drawing it is clear that the period 
of the modulated structure in this direction, 
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-- 
FIG. 18. View along the [132] zone of the modulated sylvanite structure. 

which is parallel with the asylv direction, 
contains 10 to 11 atom planes. This is con- 
sistent with the observed modulation pe- 
riod of 3 + 3 + 3 + 2 = 11 atom planes. 
This period is not strictly constant, how- 
ever; a sequence of 3 3 2 is periodically in- 
termixed (Fig. 18). The grouping in three, 
sometimes two, rows of atom columns, 
separated by a brighter line (Fig. 18) is most 
probably related to the fact that the period 
of the pattern of the tellurium displace- 
ments in the asylv direction contains three 
atomic planes (Fig. 1). In other zones, con- 
taining the [2Oi] satellite sequences, the 
same period and the same grouping occurs, 
although the viewing directions are differ- 
ent, of course. 

It may be concluded that the observed 
superperiod in images along these zones re- 
flects the superperiod caused by the anti- 
phase boundaries. 

6. Image Simulations 

We have produced computer generated 
images for a number of zones of the ideal 
sylvanite structure, using a method devel- 
oped by D. Van Dijck (4). The method 
takes into account dynamical diffraction ef- 
fects and corrects for the instrumental fac- 
tors. The final computed image is displayed 
on a cathode ray screen and photographed. 
Computed and observed images thus have 
similar aspects because they are of the 
same nature. The C, value of the electron 
microscope used was C, = 1.2 nm. 

The effect of the presence of antiphase 
boundaries along the viewing direction on 
the contrast of the image has been shown to 
be limited to the first rows of atom columns 
adjacent to the interface, in sufficiently thin 
crystals. The images within the domains are 
thus the same as those of the unperturbed 
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FIG. 19. View along the [316] zone of the modulated sylvanite structure. Interfaces are revealed by 
brighter lines; the spacing is regularly mixed according to the sequence 3 3 3 2. Systematic ledging 
causes an orientation anomaly. 

structure (5),, It is therefore sufficient to The computer generated images for the 
compute images of the ideal structure; one [OlO] zone are reproduced in Fig. 20 for 
can extrapolate the results with confidence three thicknesses: 5, 10, and 20 nm, and 
to interface fragmented long period strut- four defocus values: -80, -90, -100, and 
tures. For each zone we calculated a matrix - 110 nm. For all images the lower left cor- 
of images corresponding with different ner is occupied by a gold column. In most 
thicknesses and defocus values. images gold and silver columns are re- 
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-90 

-100 

-1lC 

FIG. 20. Matrix of simulated images along the [OlO] zone for different thicknesses and defocus values 
(C, = 1.2 nm). These images can be compared with the observed images of Fig. 8. In all the images a 
gold column was put in the lower left comer. 

vealed as the brightest dots, whereas the The calculated images can be compared 
tellurium columns are marked by weaker with the experimental ones reproduced as 
dots. In some of the images, e.g., t = 10 nm Fig. 8. Figures 8a and b, which are from the 
andf= -80 nm the gold atom columns only same area, imaged with a different focus 
are revealed as the brightest dots. but with a thickness of 5 nm and defocus 
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value s of -80 and - 110 nm, respectively. thickness of 20 nm and -80 
Fig :ure 8c is from a thicker area and com- value. 

pares well with the calculated image at a In Fig. 21 we have reprodu 

-80 
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-100 

-110 

FIG. 21. Matrix of simulated images along the [lOi] zone for different-thicknesses and defr 
I nanometers (C, = 1.2 nm). The image can be compared with the observed images of Fig. 
alumn was put in the lower left column. 
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20 

FIG. 22. Matrix of simulated images along the [OO1l,d zone for different thicknesses and defocus 
values (expressed in nm). For t = 10 nm and Af = - 100 nm, the difference between heavy metal and 
tellurium columns is quite evident. Compare with Fig. 10. 

of images of the structure as viewed along between heavy metal and tellurium 
the [loll zone. There is only a small differ- columns can clearly be seen in Fig. 22 for t 
ence in contrast between AuTe* and AgTez = 10 nm and f = - 100 nm. This computed 
columns. The true period of the projected image can be compared with the observed 
structure can best be observed for t = 17.5 image of Fig. 10. At other defocus values 
nm and f = -110 nm and for t = 22.5 nm only the heavy metal configuration is im- 
and f = -80 nm. In the latter image the aged. 
alternating levels of the silver atoms are 
clearly visible. These computer generated 
images can be compared with the actually 
observed image of Fig. 9a. 

, . Discussion 

Figure 22 shows computer simulated im- It is surprising to find that the substitu- 
ages along the [OOl],~ zone. The difference tion of gold by silver in AuTe* in a rather 
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FIG. 23. Model for the incommensurate sylvanite structure as viewed along the [OlO] zone. Zeros of 
the modulation wave are marked by full lines. The APB’s are marked by dashed lines. Along the 
APB’s vertical rows of silver columns (open circles) interchange with rows of gold columns (full 
circles); tellurium columns are not shown. 

broad composition range around the ratio 
1: 1 changes neither the period of the mod- 
ulation, nor its direction to a large extent, 
except when the composition comes very 
close to AuAgTe4. In the latter case the 
commensurate sylvanite structure results. 

This behavior is presumably due to the 
fact that this substitution does not affect the 
electron/atom ratio and, moreover, the fact 
that the atomic radii of silver and gold are 
very closely equal (0.144 nm). Since in 
commensurate sylvanite with composition 
AuAgTez silver and gold are ordered in 
such a way that silver atoms occupy the 
extrema of the modulation wave (i.e., the 
crests and the throughs) whereas the gold 
atoms occupy the zeros, it is reasonable to 
assume that also in the incommensurate 
phase the silver atoms will tend to occupy 
the extrema of the modulation wave. How- 
ever, since the wavelength of the modula- 
tion wave is now incommensurate with the 
distance between gold and silver atoms this 

simple rule cannot be exactly satisfied, ex- 
cept in a limited number of lattice sites. 

It is thus reasonable to assume that the 
ordering in nonstoichiometric incommen- 
surate sylvanite occurs according to the fol- 
lowing principle: An atomic position which 
comes closer to a zero than to an extremum 
of the displacement wave will be occupied 
preferentially by a gold atom, whereas an 
atomic position which comes closer to an 
extremum than to a zero will be occupied 
preferentially by a silver atom. Applying 
this simple rule to a displacement wave 
with wavelength 4.5 dlol leads to a structure 
in which the gold and silver atoms occupy 
the positions as represented in a view along 
the [IO11 sylvanite direction (Fig. 17b) and 
along [OIO] in Fig. 23. It is clear that the 
structure now contains some interfaces 
which can to a good approximation be con- 
sidered as antiphase boundaries with a dis- 
placement vector l/2 11 lOI,,1 = l/4 [0211,,1,. 
The high resolution images (Fig. 9b) pro- 
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vide in fact direct evidence for the occur- 
rence of interfaces with this displacement 
vector. This periodic antiphase boundary 
structure conserves the same average pe- 
riod of 4.5 dlol of the modulation wave (Fig. 
17b) and it therefore only affects the inten- 
sities of the satellites but does not affect 
their positions. This explains why the satel- 
lite sequences appear enhanced in incom- 
mensurate sylvanite; apart from the modu- 
lation due to displacements there is also 
structure factor modulation now. 

One may wonder how this periodic anti- 
phase boundary structure is revealed in the 
[OlO] zone diffraction pattern. Although the 
[OlO] zone diffraction patterns of calaverite 
and of incommensurate sylvanite have the 
same geometry, their interpretation is dif- 
ferent. In the case of calaverite the pairs of 
weak spots around the positions of absent 
spots of the type h01 (with h = odd) have 
been attributed to the second order spots 
caused by the modulation wave. In the case 
of sylvanite the same spots can moreover 
be interpreted as being due to the splitting 
of the h01 (h = odd) basic spots of sylvanite 
(in calaverite indices) as a result of the in- 
troduction of periodic antiphase boundaries 
(Fig. 3). The fractional displacement is l/2 
for such spots (h = odd) and it is 0, for the 
other basic spots. This is consistent with 
the displacement vector of the type R = 
!$I 101 Cal = ~[021],,t, postulated for these 
antiphase boundaries, since the fractional 
shift is given by 2 * R (6). Also the separa- 
tion of these pairs of spots as well as the 
direction of their connecting line is consis- 
tent with the direction and spacing of the 
periodic APB structure. 

The high resolution images (Fig. 9b) 
show that the spacing of the APB structure 
is not strictly constant but somewhat vari- 
able. The spacing observed in the diffrac- 
tion pattern is thus an average: this is pre- 
sumably also the reason why usually only 
two satellites are observed in the section 
producing the APB images. Although in 

sylvanite one observes sometimes se- 
quences of up to eight equidistant satellites 
in the 202 sequences; in calaverite this has 
never been found to be the case as yet. 

The presence of the second order satel- 
lite in the [OlO] zone is the consequence of 
the fact that the tellurium positions are 
modulated according to a pattern of which 
the unit mesh in the (010) plane has only 
half the surface area of that of the modula- 
tion pattern of the silver positions. Whereas 
the displacements of the silver atoms are all 
in the [OlO] direction, the displacements of 
the Te atoms have also a component paral- 
lel to the (010) plane. The satellites in the 
[OlO] section therefore only result from the 
tellurium contribution; the silver atom dis- 
placements do not at all cause satellites in 
this section. 

All diffraction patterns of the incommen- 
surate phase can thus be explained in a con- 
sistent manner on the basis of the recipro- 
cal lattice of which the (010) plane is 
represented in Fig. 3 and which is quite 
similar to the corresponding reciprocal lat- 
tice of calaverite. This means that the mod- 
ulated structure of sylvanite must be very 
closely related to that of calaverite. In pos- 
tulating a model for the incommensurate 
modulated structure of sylvanite we can 
find an indication in the commensurate 
structure derived by Tune11 and Pauling (2). 
In the latter model the modulation period 
contains four (lol),,, layers, whereas in the 
incommensurate structure it should be 
equal to -4.5 times the distance between 
(101) layers; the orientation of the planes of 
equal phase should be slightly different 
from (101). The levels of the gold and silver 
atoms could thus be repres_ented as in Fig. 
17, in a view along the [lOl],,t zone and in 
projection on the (010) plane in Fig. 23. 
Note that this model is consistent with the 
high resolution image of Fig. 13; along 
the APB’s rows of silver columns inter- 
change with rows of gold columns parallel 
with c,,~. 
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Conclusion 

Sylvanite (Aui+,Ag,-,Te4) may occur 
both as a commensurate and as an incom- 
mensurate structure. It is suggested that the 
commensurate form has the ideal composi- 
tion AuAgTe4 and adopts the structure de- 
termined by Tune11 and Pauling, (2), which 
can be considered as a commensurate de- 
formation modulated derivative of a cubic 
structure. The incommensurate deforma- 
tion modulated structure is closely related 
to that of calaverite AuTe2, discussed in 
Part I. The substitution of gold by silver in 
the vicinity of the 1 : 1 ratio does not affect 
the period of the deformation modulated 
structure to any great extent, but intro- 
duces simultaneously a long period anti- 
phase boundary modulated structure, of 
which the period is closely coupled with 
that of the deformation modulated struc- 
ture. Along the antiphase boundaries ex- 
cess gold can be incorporated in sylvanite 
without changing the period by the forma- 

tion of thin layers of calaverite-like struc- 
ture . 

The modulation in nonstoichiometric 
sylvanite turns out to be a remarkable com- 
bination of a displacement wave coupled 
with interface modulation by means of a 
long period antiphase boundary arrange- 
ment. High resolution electron microscopy 
combined with electron diffraction has 
proved to be an essential tool in elucidating 
this complicated coupling of two modula- 
tion modes. 
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